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1 Ancient Games

The astragalus is a small bone, about an inch cube, found in the
heel of mammals just above the heel-bone or talus. It is used even today in childrens'
games.
Astragali were used in board games in the First Dynasty in Egypt, c 3500 B.C.;
archaeological evidence consists of boards, counters, and astragali for various games,
including one similar to Snakes and Ladders. The astragali may have been first used
as counters, then adapted to introduce a random element.
In throwing an astragalus, only four faces are possible outcomes, and the asymmetry
of the bone makes the probabilities of the four faces quite different. A standard game
in Roman times used four astragali. A regular six sided die may have developed
originally by shaving the astragalus suitably; such dice are found in 3000bc in Iraq
and India; the modern die with opposite faces summing to seven was settled by
1400bc. The astragali continued to be used in classical times for gambling, and are
still used by some American Indian tribes.

2 Divination
In every religion, one must attempt to determine the intentions of the God or Gods,
and often the Gods seem unwilling to reveal their intentions. Divination is
determining God’s will. When divination is done by mechanical means, it is called
sortilege.
The most common early form of sortilege is the drawing of lots. (" Lot" is a word of
German origin, from which the Italian "lottery" is derived, and English borrowed
them both later. The real estate "lot" comes from the land of the deceased being
divided up by lot into lots.) In primitive tribes, the person guilty of some offence is
found by all drawing from a set of marked stones or pieces of wood or straws of
unequal length. Since the God knows the awful punishment awaiting the guilty, the
God will take care that the real guilty person gets the bad lot.
From David, p 14, a quotation from the journal of John Wesley 4 March 1737:
Mr Wesley is trying to decide whether or not he should marry.
Having both of us [Mr Delamotte and himself ] sought God by deep consideration, fasting and
prayer, in the afternoon we conferred together but could not come to any decision. We both
apprehended Mr. Ingham's objection to be the strongest, the doubt whether she was what she
appeared. But this doubt was too hard for us to solve. At length we agreed to appeal to the Searcher
of Hearts. I accordingly made three lots. In one was writ "Marry"; in the second " Think not of it
this year". After we had prayed to God to "give a perfect lot", Mr Delamotte drew the third, in
which the words were " Think of it no more".Instead of the agony I had reason to expect, I was
enabled to say cheerfully " Thy will be done". We cast lots again in order to know whether I ought
to converse with her any more, and the direction I received from God was " Only in the presence of
Mr. Delamotte".

The game of odds and evens has been used for divination from the oldest times.
The priest holds a large number of pebbles or grain; a random number is poured on
the ground; if the number is odd, the question is answered yes, and if the number is
even the question is answered no. You can do this with a dandelion puffball,
blowing the seed carriers off one by one and saying “she loves me”, “she loves me not” in
turn, till you find out which it is.
Again from David, p25, a quote from Cicero( De Divinatione ):
Do you really feel that lots require any discussion? What is a lot anyway? It belongs
virtually in the same category as " guess-the-fingers", knucklebones, and dice. In all these games
audacity and luck win, not reason and thought. As a matter of fact the whole system of peering into
the future by means of lots was the invention of tricksters who were only interested in their own
financial welfare, or in fostering superstition and folly.

3 From Hasofer , Random mechanisms in the Talmud

4 Why No Probability before Pascal?
Hacking discusses various proposed explanations for the lack of a formal probability
calculus in the ancient world, even though there was much use of random
mechanisms in divination and gambling.
(1) Belief in determinism prevented any thought about randomness. But Hacking
objects, the belief in determinism came from the success of mechanistic Newtonian
laws about the same time as the development of probability, so this cannot be the
reason for the late development of probability.
(2) Lots and dice express of the will of the gods, and it would be impious to try to
compute the outcomes. But Hacking objects, there were plenty of irreligious
gamblers in classical times who gambled without any intent to find the will of the
gods.
(3) It is difficult to understand probability without simple equal probability
alternatives as examples, and the astragali are unsymmetrical. But says Hacking there
were plenty of very good dice and equal probability lot mechanisms.
(4) There was no economic incentive to know and manipulate exact probabilities
until Pascal. Hacking produces some earlier economic needs.
(5) People couldn’t do the arithmetic until positional Indian arithmetic (via the arabs)
became commonplace in Europe. There is some evidence for this. The names hazard
and algebra are of Arabic origin, and the first probability calculations by the Italians
may well have been borrowed from the arabs. In addition, dicing has been used for
thousands of years in India, and there is some evidence of probability calculations in
the ancient Indian literature.

5 The I Ching
The I Ching originated in the Xia dynasty (2005-1766bc), but its present form was
set with the commentaries of Confucius in the Zhou dynasty ( 1122-221bc).
The I Ching is composed of 64 gua that are selected at random; it used to be done
with Yarrow stalks. The first occurrence of combinatorics per se may be in the 64
hexagrams of the I Ching. (However, the more modern binary ordering of these is
first seen in China in the 10th century.) The modern masters use coins or cards.
Each gua makes predictions and assertions about the present situation of the user.
A typical gua is represented by a 6 line symbol such as

Each line is either solid or broken, making 64 possible gua.
The gua has two names from the primary gua, which describe the possible eight
values of the first three lines; the same names apply to the possible eight values of
the second three lines.
The 8 primary gua:

Qian
Dui
Heaven Lake

Li
Fire

Zhen
Xun Kan
Gen
Kun
Thunder Wind Water Mountain Earth

Thus gua 31 is Lake over Mountain, Mutual Influence.
If you select that, then you should act according to the following poem, and its
many subsidiary commentaries:
Mutual Influence.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favourable to be steadfast and upright.
Take a maiden as a wife.
Good fortune.
There is another feature, the moving line; in the older versions any line could be
moving line or not, which allows for 4 possibilities for each line, 4096 possibilities
altogether. In more recent versions, exactly one line is a moving line, producing 384

possible outcomes. You pay special attention to the text for the moving line, and to
the gua obtained by changing the parity of the line.
There are two popular tools to cast the I Ching: the Yarrow Sticks and the Coins.
However, these two tools are not equal, and can yield very different results based on
numerical probability and statistics..
The third and most ancient method, that of heating a tortoise shell until it cracked, is
long lost to us.
The three coins oracle became popular after its use by Shao Yun in the Sung dynasty
(1127-1279). Each line was decided by tossing three coins. All faces gave a moving
Yin(broken line), all backs a moving Yang( solid line), two faces a non-moving
Yang, two backs a non-moving Yin. So the line is moving with probability 1/3.
The older, time consuming, and more interesting method of generating the lines is
the Yarrow Stalk method. The original yarrow method has been lost, but it was
reconstructed, at about the same time as the coin method was gaining in popularity,
by Chu Hsi. In many I Ching books, you will find the yarrow method referred to as
the 'authentic', original way to consult the I Ching. While its roots do go back further
– to long before the invention of coinage in China – we have no way of knowing
whether the method we use now is the original
Each line is generated in the same way beginning with 50 Yarrow stalks.
(1) drop 1 stalk
(2) divide the remainder into 2 bundles at random ( it seems that empty groups are
not permitted)
(3) drop a stalk from the right bundle
(4) put aside stalks from each bundle in sets of 4, until 4 or less stalks remain in each
(5) The number of stalks set aside from both bundles is 40 or 44.
(6)Repeat steps 1 through 4 getting 32 36 or 40 stalks. Then repeat again getting 24
28 32 or 36 stalks.
(7) 24 is a moving Yin, 28 is a stable Yang, 32 is a stable Yin, 36 is a moving Yang.
This procedure is repeated for each line of the I Ching. Compare the probabilities
with the three coins oracle.

